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About This Game

Elven Love will let you feel ancient magic on your skin! Immerse into mystical and mysterious worlds of Wood and Moon
Elves.
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Ended up returning it.. Elven Love is absolutely fantastic. No issues at all with VIVE. Very well done. It looks like they plan on
adding more content. Although tailored more for adults with themes, they did not cross the line. This is not for children.. Don't
forget about the kleenex. and yeah, the game's good.. First of all, this isn't a sex game, I would say mild at best. Sure you get to
see naked girls but that's about it; there's no intimacy or reaction from the girls. You have several wands in which you can make
them take on different positions or completely stretch them out of proportions, and one that looks like a stick of some sorts. The
puzzle parts are frustrating at best. they are easy, however, the challenging part is getting around the limitations the game
opposes on you. I mean seriously, how is one supposed to collect items on the freaking ground if there's no way to reach them.
EDIT: I'm changing this to a negative review because the stripped out sex scenes. Naughty Ritual manuscript is not present in
the game. The developer chose to release another built for the same game instead of releasing an added DLC or patch. They
purposely broke it to make it appear incomplete. If you got screwed and cannot refund use my patch, it will save you some
bucks. Uncensor Patch to restore sex (remove spacing) https:// m e g a .nz
/#!ZagTSCaZ!zOSDuht1bQSRDBH5Y6mZBmQq6F0l3vurDKlfu3HmVwQ. Several things I found annoying. one of which
being when I cant reach something I cant change my height to reach something. another being their choice of movement. the
"Point and teleport" works for some people but not for me. finally what annoyed me the most was how the wand's spell scroll
seems to be always out of site and I cant use my other hand to adjust it.. your game is wonderfull there is a side poetic , a side
fantastic , the enigma system is really very cool , the other functions and gameplay possiblities amazing , the sound are
wonderfull , the models are the best models i have seen in a vr game until now and i think nobody can say the contrary and the
end is incredible the intro is really very nice i give a 10/10 please realize more games for adult and non adult because your
studios has incredible skills and ideas. The model quality (I prefer the blonde elv) is above average. Do not forget to get the
uncensor instructions on the official website.. game dont work at all. You know what your buying if you buy this sooooooooo..
cant begin because of my right hand becomes my left hand while my left hand is in the ground not tracking my movement but
good graphics
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